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  LIBERTY and FREEDOM, Goddesses of America.

The gure known as the Statue of Liberty (pictured right) is an image modeled

on Athena the Greek goddess of Wisdom, patroness and defender of civilized

human consciousness. The physical Statue of Liberty itself has its own history

that is easily researched.

The gure known as the Statue of Freedom (pictured left) is perched atop our

nation’s capitol upon a platform into which the phrase E pluribus unum (out of

many, one) is inscribed.

These iconic gures, adorning our nation’s point of entry and center of government are Goddesses of America. The

mediation of their power and presence is a perfect meditation for our time.

Here are a few qualities to meditate upon in doing so:
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Wise and fair judgement and action,

Equal treatment of all regardless of race creed or color,

Protection for the weak, 

Honoring our country’s origins for all its occupants,

Poise and Grace in the face of chaos,

 

Many are attuning to these Goddesses of America now. Join that growing tide that seeks to return to our most cherished

American values, as men and women of spirit. 

Note: please freely circulate this meditation sequence, or make a link to it. The entire text may be used and shared freely

but may not be sold or used commercially in any way. Pan-International Copyright Anastacia J. Nutt & R.J. Stewart

2017.

 

The Inner Temple Traditions/Inner Convocation ®

The Inner Temple Traditions/Inner Convocation (ITIC) ® practices comprise a body of speci c teachings, meditations

and ritual patterns that enhance our spiritual perception of and practical participation with the inner mysteries of the

Western Esoteric Tradition.  Through these practices we learn to attune to, commune with and eventually mediate the

spiritually transformative and magical powers inherent within the whole of Creation, from the regenerative depths of the

UnderWorld, into the world of Nature and the heavenly Cosmos beyond. Drawing upon a long-standing continuum of

Western Esoteric sacromagical work, these practices and texts that we work with have been developed and written by RJ

Stewart over the past twenty-eight years (1988 – present.)
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              Our Other Resource Sites…                    

 

For an example meditation sequence click here
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Celebrating Over 30 Years of Publishing with over 40 titles on Celtic mythology,

UnderWorld and Faery Tradition, Tarot, Music, Qabalah and Elemental Magic, R J Stewart

Books o ers quality resources  to inspire and guide you in your exploration of the magical and

metaphysical traditions of the West.     

Inner Temple Traditions Inner Convocation ® network. With substantial on-line resources,

free texts, and comprehensive information.

 

RJ Stewart’s original website from the early 1990s, with a free reading engine that will

generate readings with the unique Dreampower Tarot, designed by R J.

Inner Convocation

Dreampower
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